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Television’s 50th anniversary marks half a century of extraordinary technological 
development.  This begs the question: is the best we can expect for the next 50 
years just Higher Definition pictures of the same old crap?  
 
Having worked in television on and off for the best part of three decades I have come 
across the odd TV exec or two.  Not ‘odd’ interesting, just odd.  Truly a breed of 
‘innovators’ these blokes (and they are generally blokes). 
 
These are the ones who will promote the Nine show ‘20-to-1’ as ‘all new!’ - when in 
fact it is all old.  Just dredge up some ancient footage to which you already own the 
rights; top-and-tail it with some egos (who have deluded themselves into believing 
that they’re ‘media experts’) from failing shows that you can cross-promote, hopefully 
reinvigorating their flagging popularity; front it with someone who has been in 
television for almost longer than television has existed - and call it ‘new’. 
 
These are the ones who are now threatening to resurrect Hey Hey it’s Saturday 
rather than think up something new, different or original.  We are assured that, “It’s 
just two ‘special’ programs at Christmas”.  But you can bet your boots that 2010 will 
feature the same old crew, pumping out the same tired old cliches – probably for 
another 28 years. 
 
But, perhaps I am being too harsh.  TV execs do employ ‘new’ presenters. As long as 
you’ve got tits and teeth you’re generally assured of a career in television – even if 
you have to spend a year or two hanging around making the coffee for those execs 
and presenting the weekend weather for another couple.   
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But why would a TV exec try doing things differently?  When they have deluded 
themselves into believing that they alone have their ‘finger on the pulse’ of popular 
viewing.  In reality, they simply do not have a clue - which is why people are turning 
off in their droves. 
 
Seven’s Today Tonight recently trumpeted that, “Television has never been better”.  
It was difficult to determine whether the item which followed was meant to confirm 
that, or make Seven look even more stupid.  I suppose ‘television has never been 
better’ from the point of view of the TV exec who managed to combine his two 
principal functions: flogging the same half-dozen stories: particularly ‘weight-loss’ 
(along with dodgy car dealers; supermarket rip-offs; tenants-from-hell; and super 
bras - euphemistically referred to as ‘current affairs’), with cross-promoting the 
bejesus out of ‘Dancing with the Stars’.  An exquisite achievement. 
 
Essentially, we are still watching the same game shows, sitcoms, dramas - indeed 
some of the very same faces we watched doing the very same thing on our screens 
20, 30, or 40 years ago.  The lighting and cameras might be better, the computer-
generated graphics might be whizzier – so they must be better mustn’t they? (which 
is why ABC News now consistently brings up the wrong supers naming the wrong 
talking heads in news items). 
 
Television has the capacity to be so good.  Why is it so incredibly crass?  Why would 
you want to spend thousands of dollars converting your garage, lounge, dining room 
and half your kitchen into a ‘Plasma Screen Surround-Sound Entertainment Centre’?  
 
Why waste a perfectly good Stimulus Package? 
 
And to make matters worse, Australian television now has the perfect excuse to 
make as little original television as possible, with New Zealand content now counting 
as Australian content.  How culturally relevant is that – for either New Zealand or 
Australia?  And, just as they have done for the past 50 years, and will continue to do 
for the next 50, Australian TV execs will bold-facedly promote some overacted, 
overdesigned, over-produced, over-laugh tracked, and over-promoted American 
drivel as: “Australia’s favourite comedy”. 
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Have they learnt nothing in 50 years?  Have they learnt nothing from their rare, risk-
taking, spectacular successes such as Janus?  Will they similarly learn nothing from 
their recent triumphal exception to their own crassness: the truly excellent Underbelly 
series?  If Australian television can achieve that level of quality television drama, it 
can achieve anything it sets its mind to – for the few TV execs who actually have a 
mind to set.  Underbelly should be the rule – not the exception. 
 
All I can say is, thank God for Andrew Denton.  In my view, no-one has done more 
for the reinvigoration of Australian television in the past decade or two than Denton. 
 
For our sanity’s sake, can someone with his phone number please ring him and get 
him back in front of a camera.  Even a bad Andrew Denton television idea is infinitely 
better than anything any other TV exec could ever remotely dream of in their most 
inspired (if there is such a thing) moments. 
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